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the hall, James could instantly tell she had recovered her powers by looking at 
the aura and energy she was emanating. 

Also, James could sense that Xezal had perfected her art. 

Xezal had been working on cultivating and developing a mysterious art all this 
time. She was required to go through thousands of reincarnations. The 
combination of all her experiences during the reincarnations would then help 
her fully complete the art. 

James had come across several Holy Celestial Rank cultivators during his trip 
to the Dark World. As he observed Lady Wikolia’s aura, James discovered 
she had leveled up and entered the Holy Celestial Rank. 

“James Caden?” 

“Who’s that?” 

The elders of the Dieux Academy had puzzled looks on their faces as they 
exchanged glances. They did not have any members with that name in the 
academy. 

Xezal or Lady Wikolia walked over to an empty seat and sat down 
comfortably. 

Her gaze drifted across the room. Then, Lady Wikolia said in a passive voice, 
“Are all of you still unaware that one of your elders, Forty-nine, is actually 
James Caden, the founder of the Supremusseum?” 

A stunned silence greeted her announcement. 

All the people in the hall turned their gazes toward James as they waited for 
his response. 

“You just won’t give up, do you?” James was not too concerned about Lady 
Wikolia revealing his identity. 

It was because James was no longer the weak cultivator he was when he had 
just arrived at the Central Plane. Although he had only achieved the early 



stage of the Petit Celestial Rank, the resilience and strength of James’ body 
were almost unrivaled. 

Currently, only a handful of people from the various planes of existence could 
inflict some damage to James’ body. Those who could cause actual harm to 
him were mostly legendary cultivators who had perished a long time ago. 

“I was going to track you down to exact my revenge soon. I didn’t expect you 
to show up before me voluntarily.” James’ eyes burned with rage. 

Lady Wikolia was the very reason why James had met with a bloody end in 
his last life. 

Lady Wikolia let out a soft chuckle. “It seems you are in a bit of trouble. Do 
you need my help?” She teleported and reappeared next to James. Lady 
Wikolia circled her arms around James’ waist and pushed her face closer to 
his. 

She smiled mischievously. “Give me a kiss, and I will get rid of this man from 
the Valiant Alliance.” James wished he could send Lady Wikolia out of his 
sight with a blast. However, his powers were not strong enough. 

At the moment, James had yet to gain full access to the powers of his body. 

Despite having immense resilience and durability, James stood no chance at 
fighting against a Holy Celestial Rank cultivator. 

Meanwhile, Lady Wikolia paid no mind to all the gazes she was receiving from 
the cultivators around her. 

She had completed the Wrencolia Art and reached the Holy Celestial Rank. 

Lady Wikolia was pretty much matchless across all levels of these planes. 

“Get off me,” James said in a rough voice. 

“You’re still so short-tempered even after all these years.” Lady Wikolia gently 
nudged his chin up. “If you had accepted my feelings back then, we could 
have become the most beautiful couple of that era. Also, I wouldn’t have had 
to gather all those cultivators to ambush you.” Lady Wikolia was not affected 
by the cold expression on James’ face. She smiled playfully. “You tried to 
conceal your identity as you worked on your cultivation and training all this 



time. Now that your secrets are out, your old enemies will come looking for 
you soon. In your last life, you barely survived the attack even though you had 
reached the peak of your powers. You won’t be able to make it this time 
either. I am the only person who can help you now.” 

“It’s a little too early for you to say that.” 

As a steely voice resounded through the space, a man materialized in the hall. 

Upon seeing the man’s face, James curled his lips. “Sir Lemuel, you’re back.” 

It was Lemuel, the founder of the Dieux Academy. 

“Sir Lemuel!” 

The members of the academy had looks of surprise and excitement on their 
faces as they got to their feet to welcome Lemuel. 
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appearance he had used during their trip to the Dark World. Instead, he had 
assumed the appearance of the elderly cultivator James had first met in the 
Dieux Academy. 

“Welcome back.” James flashed Lemuel a smile. 

Lemuel snorted. “It’s all thanks to what you have done! If I didn’t rush back 
here quickly enough, those from the Dark World might just tear down the 
Dieux Academy while I’m not around!” 

Then, Lemuel fixed Lady Wikolia with a stony gaze. “Should you be speaking 
in that arrogant tone when you’ve just entered the Holy Celestial Rank fairly 
recently?” 

James could sense a more potent aura radiating from Lemuel. 

It appeared Lemuel had also gained enlightenment from his journey to the 
Dark World. He was currently in the middle stage of the Holy Celestial Rank. 
With the Feimsurge Art that he had created himself, Lemuel should be able to 
fend off the Yefteros as long as he was not too outnumbered. 

Lady Wikolia knitted her brows as she stared at Lemuel. 

“Master!” 



Xhemal seemed genuinely delighted. “Where have you been all this time?” 

Lemuel sat in an empty chair and said, “I’ve gone on several explorations. 
After that, I returned to the academy and spent some quiet time back here. 
Recently, I accompanied Forty- nine… I mean I’ve accompanied James 
Caden on a trip to the Dark World.” 

The others were shocked to hearthat Lemuel had traveled to the Dark World 
with James recently. 

Hyrum, in particular, had a grim expression on his face. 

It was just revealed that Forty-nine was actually the founder of the 
Supremusseum, James Caden. Apart from that, Lady Wikolia who had 
advanced into the Holy Celestial Rank made an appearance at the Dieux 
Academy too. 

Shortly afterward, the founder of the Dieux Academy announced his arrival as 
well. 

The Valiant Alliance could not afford to get on any of these cultivators’ wrong 
sides. 

“Uh…James…l mean Lord Caden, we are clearly at fault this time. Please 
accept the eighth-level plane as a token of apology from the Valiant Alliance.” 

Hyrum gave a nervous chuckle and tried to excuse himself. 

“Did we say you could leave?” Lady Wikolia teleported and stood in Hyrum’s 
way. 

“Lady… Lady Wikolia…” Hyrum looked at her warily. “What else do you want 
from me, Lady Wikolia?” 

“Die.” 

Lady Wikolia reached her hand out toward Hyrum’s chest. 

‘You’re within the Dieux Academy’s grounds. Shouldn’t you get my permission 
first before doing anything here?” Lemuel said coldly. 



Lemuel emanated an overwhelming aura the next instant. Even Lady Wikolia 
who had entered the Holy Celestial Rank could hardly hold up against the 
immense pressure of Lemuel’s aura. 

She dropped her hand and said smilingly, “I was a bit rash, Sir Lemuel.” 

James directed his gaze at Hyrum. “Tell Thorqua that I’ll come and meet him 
someday to settle our scores.” 

Hyrum kept silent and hurried out of the hall soon afterward. 

Lady Wikolia was staring at James with an intense gaze. 

She wanted to check and confirm James’ actual powers. However, all she 
could tell was that James had achieved the late stage of the Petit Celestial 
Rank. Lady Wikolia could not detect any special powers from James’ aura or 
body. 

Ever since the last time James’ body had gone through the process of being 
severely damaged and gradually healed, the superb powers of his body 
became completely undetectable. 

Even experienced Holy Celestial Rank cultivators would not be able to detect 
how strong James’ body was. Naturally, Lady Wikolia failed to pick up on that 
too. 

“Lady Wikolia, I will make you pay for what you have done to me in our 
previous life.” James turned his eyes to Lady Wikolia. 

Lady Wikolia looked at him innocently. “It wasn’t really my fault, though.” 

James’ face darkened. “Is that so? Then, why did the others say it was you 
who spread the word claiming that I had clues to the Ulus’ whereabouts?” 

Lady Wikolia replied matter-of-factly, ‘You did have the clues to the Ulus’ 
whereabouts, and I did leak that information to the other cultivators. However, 
it was their decision to conspire and attack you for the Ulus. It had nothing to 
do with me. You should know very well how I feel about you.” 

“…Get out!” 

James pointed at the door. 
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to battle Lady Wikolia head- on or exterminate her right away. 

It was not the time for him to exact his revenge yet. 

On the other hand, Lady Wikolia looked around the room with a pensive look 
in her eyes. 

Lemuel, the founder of Dieux Academy, had shown up in the main hall. He 
appeared to share a close relationship with James. It would not do Lady 
Wikolia any good if she insisted on sticking around. 

She let out a soft chuckle. “See you around, James.” 

Then, Lady Wikolia teleported and vanished from her spot. 

Eventually, only the Dieux Academy’s elders remained in the main hall. 

Lemuel looked at James and sighed wearily. “Seriously, things always get too 
complicated with you around!” 

James gave a small shrug. “I can’t help it. I’ve set up a meticulous plan, but 
Yui Yeftero is just terrifyingly resilient. He managed to escape in the end.” 
“Anyhow, you should leave the Dieux Academy first. I don’t want the members 
of our academy to get dragged into a potentially risky situation,” Lemuel asked 
James to leave. 

The others had blank looks on their faces as they had no idea what Lemuel 
was referring to. 

James bowed slightly. “I’m sorry for causing you so much trouble.” 

Lemuel responded calmly, “You didn’t have to apologize for that. After the trip 
to the Dark World, I have acquired new knowledge and enlightenment. I have 
even advanced into the middle stage of the Holy Celestial Rank. I should be 
able to handle the Yefteros as long as they didn’t dispatch all their troops to 
the Dieux Academy.” 

Lemuel felt rather confident of his powers. 

Back when he had achieved the early stage of Holy Celestial Rank, Lemuel 
was powerful enough to take down Holy Celestial Rank cultivators who were 
already in the late stage. 



Currently, Lemuel could already be considered one of the top, skilled 
cultivators alive, even amongst those from the Dark World. 

‘Take care.” 

James was about to leave when an overpowering pressure fell upon the room. 

“Leaving so soon?” 

A frigid, monotonous voice resounded in the air. 

Everyone inside the Dieux Academy could feel the immense pressure coming 
down on them. The force was so great that almost all of the disciples had 
gotten on their knees as their legs gave out due to the pressure. 

“Damn it!” 

Lemuel stared in a certain direction with a grim look in his eyes. 

He hurried out of the main hall, and James followed closely behind him. 
James’ body was strong enough to withstand the overwhelming pressure. 

Meanwhile, Lady Wikolia halted in her tracks as she detected the pressure 
cast over the Dieux Academy. She could sense the presence of a powerful 
cultivator appearing near the Dieux Academy. 

Lady Wikolia quickly decided to stay around and observe the situation from 
outside the Dieux Academy’s universe. 

Somewhere high in the sky above the Dieux Academy, a black cloud started 
forming and slowly grew larger. 

Eventually, an elderly man in a black robe stepped out of the dark cloud. 

It was Halianor, the Great Elder of the Yeftero Race. 

“I’ve finally found you, Forty-nine! You’ve injured Saint Yui from the Yeftero 
Race and killed all thirty-six of our Umbraguards. Do you admit to your 
crimes?” Halianor bellowed furiously. 

James knitted his brows. 



He did not expect the Yefteros to reach the academy so soon, nor was he 
expecting to see Halianor there. 

The man must possess impeccable powers to have been appointed as the 
Great Elder of the Yeftero Race, which was the strongest group among the 
Four Ancient Races. 
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on his face as well. 

He had rushed back to the Dieux Academy as quickly as he could after 
hearing the news. However, the representative from the Yefteros managed to 
arrive at the academy within that short amount of time. 

Also, Lemuel was aware that Halianor had reached the peak of the late stage 
of the Holy Celestial Rank. Halianor was close to achieving the 
Consummation Holy Celestial Rank soon. 

Still, Lemuel was certain he could survive Halianor’s attacks in an all-out 
battle. 

Unfortunately, they were situated at the Dieux Academy at the moment. Even 
though Lemuel had the skills and powers to protect himself, he would not be 
able to ensure the safety of everyone at the academy simultaneously. 

Moreover, a battle between cultivators of their level would completely 
annihilate the Dieux Academy. Lemuel was set on preventing that at all costs. 

“Forty-nine… Or should I call you James Caden?” Halianor levitated in mid-air 
and fixed James with a contemptuous gaze. “Will you come with me willingly? 

Or should I force you to comply?” 

James glanced furtively in Lemuel’s direction. He could tell Lemuel had no 
intention of starting a fight with Halianor. 

James was aware of both men’s powers and capabilities. He knew the 
academy and its members would have to suffer the aftermath if a battle broke 
out there. 

“What is it that you want, old man?” James heaved a deep breath and asked. 



There was no point in James denying Halianor’s claims since Yui must have 
made it back to the Yefteros’ territory and told them what happened. 

Also, Halianor had probably heard Lady Wikolia’s words and found out about 
James’ real identity. 

“Follow me back to the Yefteros’ territory, and you’ll be brought to trial.” 

James let out a scoff. “You want me to go on a trial held by the Yefteros? Are 
you sure your people really want that? I’m afraid the Yefteros may have to 
face dire consequences if the news gets to my people at Theognostos.” 

James brought up Theognostos again in his desperation. He was also racking 
his brain to come up with a way to escape. 

Halianor was clearly there to capture James. The Dieux Academy would no 
longer face risks of being destroyed if James could get as far away as 
possible from their universe. 

Meanwhile, the other members of Dieux Academy dared not even move a 
muscle upon sensing the threatening aura emanated by Halianor. 

They had no idea who the Primevals were or where they came from. 
Moreover, they had no clue what James did in the Dark World. Even if some 
of them wanted to try and speak out for James, they could not do anything as 
they were completely overpowered by Halianor’s aura. 

“You won’t be able to intimidate me by mentioning Theognostos. You killed 
thirty-six of our best men. Even the leader of Theognostos would have to offer 
my people an explanation for this brutal massacre.” 

Halianor did not feel threatened by James’ mentions of Theognostos in the 
slightest. 

No one could verify the existence of Theognostos so far. Therefore, Halianor 
was seriously considering capturing James to confirm his claims. 

If Theognostos truly existed, their members would show up at the Yefteros’ 
territory to rescue James. 

If they did not, then the Yefteros could get rid of James for good. 



Halianor lifted his hand and generated a massive formation that spanned the 
entire Dieux Academy in the air. 

He could wipe out everyone in the Dieux Academy by activating the formation 
with a simple snap of his fingers. Not a single soul would be left within the 
area except for Lemuel and James. 

“Oh my god! What cultivation rank does the man have to be emanating such 
powers?!” 

“How on earth did Forty-nine incur the wrath of a man like that?” 

The members of the Dieux Academy were shuddering uncontrollably as they 
sensed the powers of the deadly formation. 

They could feel their body and soul slowly breaking due to the immense 
pressure coming from the formation. 
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members of the Dieux Academy?” 

Lemuel took a few steps forward and released his aura. As he activated the 
sixth stage of the Feimsurge Art, Lemuel channeled an immense wave of aura 
in Halianor’s direction. 

With the powers of the Feimsurge Art, Lemuel’s aura was enhanced to the 
point where it had even surpassed the potency of Halianor’s aura. 

“I have no intention of interfering in your act of revenge against James Caden. 

However, I have previously received guidance from a cultivator belonging to 
the Temple of Theognostos. Therefore, I can’t just let you take James away 
against his will.” 

Lemuel knew James’ story about Theognostos was all a bluff. 

However, it was the only way left for Lemuel to use the story to keep the 
Yefteros wary and buy James more time. 

Meanwhile, Lemuel had extended his aura to cover the entire area of the 
Dieux Academy. His aura was strong enough to withstand the attack from 
Halianor’s formation if the latter decided to activate it. 



After listening to Lemuel’s words, Halianor gave a snort. 

“Alright. I’ll go with you,” James started. 

James did not want to see Lemuel fight Halianor just to protect him. If that 
were to happen, it would certainly turn the Dieux Academy into a target for the 
Yefteros. 

Frankly, Lemuel was the only competent cultivator in the Dieux Academy who 
stood a chance against those from the Dark World. He would not be able to 
protect all the academy’s members with his powers alone. 

On the contrary, Halianor was simply one of the many skilled cultivators who 
served the Yeftero Race. The Yefteros could always dispatch more cultivators 
to take down the Dieux Academy. 

As James pretended to agree to Halianor’s demands, he silently produced a 
Boundarybreaker Rune. 

When he sensed Halianor seemed to have let down his guard a little, James 
crushed the rune and activated its powers. James was instantly enveloped in 
the powers of the Boundarybreaker Rune, and he vanished from the spot right 
away. 

“Do you really think you can run away from me?” Halianor’s expression 
hardened. He lifted his hand and made a grabbing motion in the air. 

At the same time, James was transported to a distant location with the powers 
of the Boundarybreaker Rune. 

However, a gigantic hand appeared out of a crack in the void behind James 
the next instant, and it caught him. 

The hand was slowly moving back into the crack and pulling James along to 
transport him back to the Dieux Academy at the Central Plane. 

Just then, a powerful energy was generated and unleashed from James’ body 
as it detected overwhelming pressure coming from that huge hand. 

The iron grip clutching over James’ body loosened for a split second due to 
the shock. During that short amount of time, James used another 
Boundarybreaker Rune and teleported away from that spot. 



The gigantic hand tried to grab at James again, but it missed this time. 
Instead, the hand’s powerful grip destroyed the surrounding space almost 
instantaneously. 

On the other hand, James tore a few more Boundarybreaker Runes and 
teleported to a completely foreign-looking area. Then, he quickly concealed 
his aura to prevent leaving any trace. 

Back at the Dieux Academy, Halianor had pulled back his arm. He appeared 
extremely annoyed as he cursed aloud,” Darn it!” Lemuel gave a small sigh of 
relief as he saw that James managed to make his escape. 

He turned his eyes to Halianor and said flatly, “Sir Halianor, I think you need 
to reconsider whether you should catch James Caden. You might be putting 
the entire Yeftero Race at risk.” 

“The Yeftero Race may be the strongest group among the Dark World’s Four 
Ancient Races. However, the Dark World is a vast place with many 
unexplored areas. There may be things that the Yefteros are still unaware of.” 

Lemuel seemed much more relaxed now compared to how he was just a few 
minutes ago. 

He could tell Halianor had traveled to the Dieux Academy for James. The man 
showed no aggression toward those from the Dieux Academy. 

Halianor stopped releasing his aura in overpowering amounts. Then, he 
slowly lowered himself to the ground just outside the entrance to the Dieux 
Academy’s main hall. 

Lemuel materialized next to him. 

“What is it now? Do you want to stay around and have a tour of our 
academy?” 

Lemuel cast Halianor a sidelong glance. 


